
The KM5000 standard lightweight self-propelling 
recliner is a highly versatile folding wheelchair 
with an adjustable backrest that allows the carer 
to continuously adjust the angle from sitting at 90-
degrees to a more relaxed 180-degrees making it 
a great option for stroke patients, the elderly and 
those recovering from accidents or surgery.
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STANDARD FEATURES

1.  Reclining backrest

2.  Headrest with movable cushion to support head

3.  Quick-release, removable rear wheels for ease 
     of storing

4.  Fully removable full length armrests, to allow for 
     easy transfers

5.  High mounted, push to lock brakes

6.  Elevating swingaway legrests with calf pad

7.  Reinforced cross bracing - strong but easily
     folded

8.  Multiple-position rear wheels and various castor
     mounts to optimise centre of gravity and seat-to-
     floor height adjustments

9.  Pump and tool kit for ongoing standard 
     maintenance
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ACCESSORIES

u  Pelvic positioning belt
u  Stump supports
u  70-degree legrests
u  Angle adjustable footplates
u  Metal footplates (standard on 20”)
u  Spokeguards
u  20” and 22” spoked wheels

u  24” mag wheels
u  6” x 1” solid castors
u  8” x 2” pneumatic castors
u  Heel loops
u  Foot (toe) straps
u  Vinyl coated pushrims
u  Capstan pushrims

SPECIFICATIONS

16”,18”, 20”

Seat width

16”, 18”

Seat depth

24” x 1 3/8” 
pneumatic  with 

anodised pushrims

Rear wheel

8” x 2” solid

Front castor

20” 
(Can be lowered 

using different sized 
wheels & castors)

Seat to floor 
height

16” - 18” width frames 
115 kg

20” width frame 
140 kg

User 
weight limit

Self Propel 20 kg
(With all standard 

features)

Wheelchair 
weight
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